
RedCop alarm activated mobile surveillance camera - 
rapid deployment CCTV system with 24/7 monitoring.

www.redcopcctv.co.uk

Specification
Product

PTZ Camera Dual Light (IR and WHITE) 18:1 PTZ with Wiper Redvision RVX-18-IRWL-W

Static cameras Up to 4 tower mounted or remote IP cameras with IR, PoE powered from tower

PIRs Up to 64 wireless PIR inputs. Battery operated on mast or remote up to 1km

Alarms Hard wired alarm input option to IVY CPU

Audio Dual speakers on mast for full 360˚ audio communication from central station

3G/4G High gain antenna to ensure good communications ‘DUAL SIM’

Batteries back-up 160AH up to 540AH (approx 1 to 4 days)

Battery status E-mail alerts for battery use and capacity

Battery Charger 24V 30A Battery Charger

Recording 24/7 digital on board recording up to 31 days for all video inputs

Power input 90Vac to 264Vac 10A maximum

CPU IVY platform powers and controls video/audio and alarm inputs

Dimensions 1.8m x 0.9m; tower adjustable 4m to 6m (extension option to 7m)

Weight 550kg to 650kg depending upon battery configuration

Monitoring

Equipment On board equipment complies to BS 8418

Monitoring Station High security to BS5979: Category 2 certified

Response 24/7 operator response, 365 days a year

Escalation Key holder alerts to police callout

Verbal Warning Audio instruction to site visitors and warnings to intruders

Spotlight deterrent Identifying and tracking intruders with white light

Video evidence Recording and retrieving video evidence for key holders and police

Reports Full reporting and audit trail

PTZ Camera Redvision X-Series RVX-18-IRWL-W

Lens 54.7 wide, 3.1 tele, 4.7-84.6 mm (F1.4 - F3)

Illumination Dual Light (IR and White up to 120 metres)

Wiper Programmable wipe with auto off time
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RedCop CCTV Ltd, 17 Highview, High Street, Bordon, Hampshire, GU35 0AX, UK

No Lights Wide Angle IR Wide Angle White Light Wide Angle White Light Zoom

Video stills from Redvision X-Series RVX-18-IRWL-W
See video clips at www.redvisioncctv.com



Monitoring Service

RedCop™ is a trailer-mounted, CCTV
security system designed for rapid
deployment to remote and vulnerable
sites. It is delivered to site and set up
within minutes. It comes with a 24/7
monitoring service, which allows
trained operators to provide around
the clock site surveillance, from the
moment it is installed. The operators
can react immediately to site incidents
as they occur, warning intruders to
leave the site or instigate a mobile site
response or police call out.

RedCop™ is designed for temporary,
semi-permanent, changing and
remote security applications and is
used extensively in construction, utility,
industrial, public space and temporary
applications.

RedCop™ is delivered to and
removed from site and is rented on
a weekly basis.

A Redvison X-SERIES dual light
PTZ (pan, tilt and zoom) camera
mounted on a 6 metre tower.
The X-SERIES camera operates in
ZERO light conditions, providing
reliable surveillance, day and night.

PTZ Camera

High gain combined 3G/4G booster
antenna ensures reliable
communication to central station.
PIR receiver antenna
communicates to PIRs 
within 1km.

Antennas

Up to 4 static cameras to provide
continuous coverage of the site.
These cameras can either be
tower mounted or deployed
within 80 metres of the RedCop.

Cameras

PIR (Passive Infra-Red) detectors
which sense movement on site,
alerting operators immediately if
an intrusion occurs.

PIRs

Audio functionality so operators can
speak to people on site. Operators
can warn off intruders and would-be-
thieves or issue verbal instructions to
site visitors.

Audio

2 Delivery to Site
RedCop is easily transported to
site; either via trailer, van or pallet.

5 Rental agreement sign off with client

3 Set up and Commission
Includes defining the site’s alarm
escalation process, from key holder
alert to police call out.

4 Equipment Check
Video, 3G/4G communications
detection, audio and alarm
escalation check.

CPU
CPU (Central Processing Unit) provides recording,
remote access and control. In response to an
alarm event it moves the X-SERIES PTZ to a pre-
set position and sends an alert to central station.

Battery Charger
Battery charger takes care of keeping back-up
‘battery pack’ charge topped up whilst site
power is on. Site power input 90V to 264V.

Battery Packs 
For short term ‘Power Outages’ and controlled
overnight/weekend power loss. Battery options
available for 1-4 days back up.

Installation Process

1 Site Survey to define the correct
RedCop package for your site

1 24/7 Operator response, 365 days per year

2 Alarm Activated
Beam/PIR detector or hard wired
alarm initiates instant
communication with Central
Monitoring Station. 

5 Response Escalation
From keyholder alert to police call-out.

3 Camera Tracks Intruder
Camera automatically responds
to alarm and tracks intruder with
optional ‘White Spotlight’
illumination. 

4 Central Monitoring Station
Central station take control; audio
and ‘White Spotlight’ warnings to
deter intruders. 
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